“Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower.”

Steve Jobs
At MainSys we deeply believe in opportunities given by new technologies to Enterprises. So, in 2005 MainSys was given birth to. MainSys is a Company that provides innovative services and IT products, in order to fully cover market needs and help our collaborators grow big and adopt new methods and procedures.

Being passionate for our work has helped us grow exponentially. Our investment in resources and technology, resulted in innovative services that fulfil even the most demanding needs.

At MainSys, we have created a uniquely deep relationship with our clients, and we feel both proud and obligated to continue furthermore to give you the competitive advantage.

We have set the bar high. Our commitment is to move on harder, better, faster, stronger.

Sky is the limit.

With Regards,

T. Kanakaris  F. Thimodeas  G. Plavoukos
Our products are not just tools for the ongoing businesses but they are living organisms with built-in daily applications, ideas, values and our experience, making their value additive.

We choose our partners and collaborators, instinctively picking the ones that share our passion and creativity. The market sector is a rapidly growing organism, accumulating Information Technology attributes. Our knowledge and experience is our weapon.

MainSys’ stuff is always up-to-date, since we are keen on training our employees. They annually attend seminars, join convention meetings and workshops to learn about the latest technological investments and the most creative implementations.

MainSys leadership follows two basic rules of production; The first one is to ensure the high-end production of quality products and services and the second one is to monitor the constant technological updates.

In 2009, MainSys moved to a new Eco-Friendly building. Our investment cost more than 1.3 million euros and we have invested more than 0.6 million euros up until today in information systems, to ensure the integrity and speed of our services.

It is worth mentioning that we are partners with the National Kapodistrian University of Athens and we have created an IT department full of young and IT-knowledge-hungry people.
MOBILE APPS

At MainSys, we don’t just build apps. We create the kind of mobile applications that people talk about and use over and over again.

WEB DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

We motivate by creating systems that make your work easier, faster and more efficient. The biggest part of our day is spent designing and developing custom online business systems. We work with you to ensure that your message and marketing goals are met with the designs we create. We build fast, responsive websites to raise awareness for your brand.

More than 2,500 users in Greece, Cyprus, Bulgaria, UAE, KSA enjoy our All-in-One series of products.

Technology advanced software that unites and combines functions from different parts of the enterprise, providing central control and management.
We continue to expand our international presence, strengthen our partnerships and broaden our focus to one that is increasingly global. Through our corporate offices we deliver products, technologies and services to help meet the needs of our customers.

With a well-established global presence we can maintain a network of offices and local businesses to serve faithfully customers in Greece, Cyprus, Bulgaria, UAE and KSA.
EXHIBITIONS

We have participated at global events aiming to educate the public, share innovation, promote progress and foster cooperation. Long term business relationships are built through human contact.

Face-to-face connection is the way we market our business objectives and products to establish strong relationships with decision-makers.
WE ARE MAKING BUSINESSES GROW...
"We enjoy more than 6 years of All-in-one. MainSys has proved to be the most loyal Web partner so far."

E-shop owner

tokinito.gr
In 2015, Microsoft chose MainSys as one of the top-four most growing companies in Europe, Middle East and Africa. As a reward for our excellent collaboration with Microsoft, MainSys has a prominent position in Microsoft’s Selected Partners Guide – SPEAK 2015. SPEAK Partner Guide is the most powerful way to be promoted as a Microsoft Partner. This Guide is distributed globally in Microsoft events and offices.

MainSys promises to live up to your expectations and continues to produce services and high-quality products in order to help organizations & companies achieve their goals and lead their market.
ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS
We have a strong and sensitive feeling to protect and secure our Society and Environment. Our actions have taken people and nature into consideration; environmental tech, eco-friendly building, zero pollution, power-saving technologies. All of our products are environmentally friendly and hand-solving for our Society. MainSys is responsible and consistent towards the environment. Earth is our home and we are responsible for it.

Specific emphasis has been given to our building, using delicate solutions to maximize the positive and environmental-friendly output of electrical and photovoltaic energy resources.
STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP
Our collaboration with Microsoft is MainSys’ development core. In the last few years more than 6 MCP specialists were added to our workforce, proving our commitment to this collaboration.

We also aim to maintain a perennial relationship with our selected data center providers. We host our facilities and core servers in order to serve content and services faster and more efficiently.

We design effective Google AdWords Campaigns! We provide accurate results and solutions for your Advertising, along with low cost and high ROI.

We could not ignore mobile platforms so we encapsulated our services on both App and Play Store. A new department was created in 2010 working on the development and maintenance of pioneer applications for your Tablet & Smartphone.

We are glad to announce that MainSys completed all the required tests and now is part of Cisco’s great team! This validates our ability to install, configure, operate, and troubleshoot large scale deployments.